
Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim: the strength of Kurdistan, its pride and solidity is
the strength of Iraq, its unity and solidity, the Constitution is the means

to solve the issues between Baghdad and Erbil

Head of the National Iraqi Alliance, Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim, during the celebration of Eid al-

Ghadeer, held in his office in Baghdad on Saturday 9/9/2017 hoped that Kurdish leaderships in

the Kurdistan Region make the right decisions, indicated that the strength of Kurdistan, pride

and solidity is the pride, the strength and solidity of Iraq, counted the Iraqi constitution a

means to solve the issues between Baghdad and Erbil if the Constitution is followed as a whole,

mistakes and issues was made by everyone and dialogue must be adopted to find solutions.

\r\n

His eminence referred the reasons that lead to defeating Daesh, which has become the focus of

world\'s admiration, to the wise and conscious political and military leadership and the unity

of the Iraqi people in diagnosing the enemy and standing against it, called for regional

cooperation on security levels between Iraq and region’s countries, because the security is a

one common system among all, there will be no regional security while Iraq is unstable, and no

security of Iraq while the region is troubled, stressed the need to achieve the total victory

through a mindful political project that is reassuring and adopt national identity as a

criterion, pointed out that the national settlement is the basis for achieving total victory if

the will and trust are achieved. His eminence indicated that trust and repose will open the

doors for the national majority that will end quotas, emphasized on strength within all state’s

institutions and nominating competent people for its administration plus restoring the regional

role of Iraq

\r\n

His eminence pointed to people’s need to services after the end of the military confrontation

with Daesh, which is close to end, indicated that people aspire an economic and development

program led by a synergized team per plans and programs, called for a clear plan in facing

corruption by technical ways, with being aware of exploiting the anti-corruption slogan to

oppose honest and competent individuals, as well as selectivity in the fight against corruption

that has become \"a pattern of corruption patterns,\" called on state institutions to adopt a

transparent and clear action to control corruption.

\r\n

Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim stressed on preparing programs to keep the minds of Iraq, and called on

the ministers under the National Iraqi Alliance to actuate the decision of hiring top students

and attention to the importance of preserving this wealth that other governments sponsor by

giving offers, pointed to the importance of giving intellectuals priority in loans and



facilitations.

\r\n

His eminence was surprised at the community\'s timid silence towards what is happening in Burma

against Muslims, described the silence of the international community as a disgrace to all

human rights slogans.


